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Sammanfattning 

Skotaren har tillsammans med skördaren en central roll i den fullt mekaniserade 

kortvirkesmetoden för skogsavverkning. Majoriteten av dagens skotare på marknaden har sex 

eller åtta hjul, som är monterade parvis på boggilådor. Det innebär att de saknar chassidämpning, 

vilket begränsar operatörens komfort och orsakar även stora markskador på mjuk mark. 

Skogforsk koordinerar realiseringen av en fullskaleprototyp, som går under arbetsnamnet XT28, 

med sex hjul monterade på varsin pendelarm. Pendelarmarna har varsin hydraulcylinder som 

möjliggör aktiv helmaskinsdämpning. Detta examensarbete är inriktat på att skapa, demonstrera 

och verifiera en heterogen simuleringsmetodik, som integrerar och möjliggör samsimulering av 

en dynamisk mekanikmodell utvecklad i MSC Adams/View med en reglermodell för aktiv 

styrning av pendelarmarna. Reglermodellen har utvecklats i MATLAB / Simulink. 

Simuleringsresultaten, som visualiseras i Adams-miljön, visar att den aktiva 

pendelarmregleringen skulle kunna förbättra åkkomforten signifikant, och också kraftigt 

markkontaktkrafterna. Det visas att samsimulering mellan ADAMS och Simulink är en effektiv 

metod för att verifiera prestandan hos aktiva reglersystem för pendelarmsfjädring på 

prototypskotaren XT28. 
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Abstract 

The forwarder acts as an important role in mechanized Cut-to-Length timber harvesting system. 

But the majority of forwarder products on the market are not suspended or simply suspended by 

bogies which limit the riding quality of forwarder and result in soil damage due to large tire-

ground interaction force. 

The Forestry Research Institute of Sweden is developing an active controlled pendulum arm 

suspension system actuated by hydraulic cylinders on the forwarder prototype named XT28. The 

aim of this active suspension system is to compensate the inherent shortcomings of the current 

suspension solutions. 

The thesis project focuses on implementing a heterogeneous simulation methodology which 

integrates the Multi-Body System model of XT28 built in MSC ADAMS/View with active 

suspension control model developed in MATLAB/Simulink. Thus, the co-simulation process is 

visualized in ADAMS/View.  

The results show that the active controlled pendulum arm suspension could improve the riding 

quality in a large extend and reduce the force between tire and ground at the same time. The co-

simulation between ADAMS and Simulink is proved as a feasible and efficient approach to 

study the active control system for pendulum arm suspension on XT28 forwarder. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Here are the abbreviations that are used in this Master thesis.  

 

 

Abbreviations 

CAD Computer Aided Design 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

CTL Cut-to-length logging method 

EGH Extended Ground-Hook 

MBD Multi-Body Dynamics 

MBS Multi-Body Simulation 

QVM Quarter Vehicle Model 

RMS Root Mean Square 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

This chapter introduces the background of the thesis, and describes its problem. Then the 

purpose and delimitations of the project are defined. The methodology utilized in the project is 

described at the end of this chapter. 

 

 

1.1 Background 

Over the past decades, mechanized Cut-to-Length (CTL) timber harvesting system has become 

an leading logging method in most of industrialized countries (Spinelli et al., 2011) due to its 

high value recovery and labor productivity (Chiorescu and Grönlund, 2001). The modern CTL 

system is based on the combination of two different forestry machines, a harvester and a 

forwarder. The harvester folds, branches and cuts trees to specific length. Then the forwarder 

collects the logs by loading crane and carries them to the collecting area where the logs can be 

transported to the timber mill. 

The Forestry Research Institute of Sweden (Skogforsk) is one of the main research institutes in 

Swedish forestry sector. One of the current research projects is to develop a forwarder prototype 

named XT28 which is driven by a diesel-hydraulic hybrid drivetrain. A diesel engine together 

with hydraulic pump creates hydraulic power for wheels, crane, and active suspension system. 

Active pendulum arm suspensions are equipped on all six wheels to improve the driving 

performance and decrease the damage on soil (Skogforsk, 2014). 

Many research have been carried on at KTH collaborate with Skogforsk and some world-famous 

forwarder manufactures such as Ponsse and Komatsu Forest. In 2002, European Union has 

reached agreement on new directive 2002/44/EC dealing with vibration in the working 

environment (2002). An active suspension system for the forwarder cabin was developed by 

Wang to reduce the vibration between 1-5 Hz (Girishkasturi and Wang, 2012). Baez designed 

and optimized an active control system for XT28 pendulum arm suspension to reduce the whole 

body vibration which could reach the above regulation (Baez, 2014). Aguilar and Viktorsson 

developed an active suspension control to reduce the pitch and roll angle based on a simple 

model in Simulink (Aguilar and Viktorsson, 2014). However, there are few researches aiming at 

developing the suspension control system intergrade with detailed full size MBD forwarder 

model. 

1.2 Problem description 

For the traditional unsuspended and passive suspended forwarder, their operation speed is largely 

limited by the complex terrain and execrable environment in the forest. Therefore, in order to 

enhance the operation efficiency as well as improve the driving comfort and stability of the 

forwarder, an advanced suspension must be applied to reduce the cabin acceleration and soil 

damage.  

During the research and development process, the test on the physical prototype is time costing 

and money consuming, which are the crucial factors for company and research institute. When it 

comes to the forwarder, the interaction between mechanical system and control system is 

complex, the terrain in the forest is unpredictable, and the cost of building a prototype forwarder 

is expensive.  
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In order to shorten the product development time and reduce the cost, MBD software and 

simplified models have been widely utilized during the product development process. However, 

the improved of software and hardware allows the communication within different software to 

make the most use of their own advantages. This thesis will develop a control system for active 

pendulum arm suspension on XT28 forwarder by applying co-simulation within MATLAB and 

MBD software ADAMS. ADAMS provides powerful simulation environment as well as 

comprehensive function on kinematics and dynamics analysis. One drawback of ADAMS is that 

the control toolbox in ADAMS is incomplete for designing complex control system, while 

MATLAB/Simulink could makes up this drawback in ADAMS due to its powerful computing 

function and high efficiency on programming.  

1.3 Purpose  

The purpose of this master thesis is to apply an effective heterogeneous modeling method to 

investigate and develop an active suspension control system based on the Multi-Body System 

(MBS) model of XT28 forwarder. The aim of active control system is to increase the riding 

quality of the forwarder, these criteria will be evaluated by the vertical and lateral acceleration of 

cabin, as well as pitch and roll angle of chassis while driving on the Skogforsk test track 

(Skogforsk, 2007). Additionally, the performance of active pendulum arm will be compared 

towards the result of passive pendulum arm suspension. 

The main research questions of this thesis project are: 

 Does active pendulum arm suspension could provide better riding quality and less tire-

ground force than the passive pendulum arm suspension? 

 Is ADAMS and MATLAB/Simulink co-simulation a feasible and efficient methodology of 

developing the control system for multi body system? 

1.4 Delimitations 

In order to clarify and concentrate on the objectives of the project, delimitations have been 

defined in the early stage.  

To begin with, the project will only focus on the pendulum arm suspension. Since a prototype of 

the forwarder has been developed, the mechanism of the forwarder will be considered as a fixed 

design.  

Besides, Adams model developed by Baez will be employed and modified in the full vehicle 

simulation, where predefined geometry and mass parameters of the structural components in 

Adams model will not be changed. The connection joints between three parts of chassis are fixed 

joints in the model, which means the forwarder model will keep going in longitudinal direction 

during the simulation without considering steering situation. 

Finally, the proposed active control system for the pendulum arm suspension will be 

implemented in an idealized environment. There is no delay in the hydraulic hardware, and 

hydraulic cylinders could provide enough forces required by control systems.  

1.5 Method 

Full size virtual simulation model of the XT28 has been developed by MBD software 

ADAMS/View. While, the tires and road in the original ADAMS model will be replaced by the 

new separate tire model and Skogforsk test track model. Besides, the leveled skyhook control 
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strategy will be employed in the active control system, while some adaption and modification are 

needed due to the special geometric structure of the pendulum arm suspension.  

In order to perform the co-simulation, the ADAMS/Control plug-in will be applied which enable 

the integration of mechanical system simulation and control system design. By using the 

ADAMS/Control, the ADAMS model with plant input and output signals shell be exported to 

MATLAB/Simulink. Then the leveled skyhook control block diagram will be built based on the 

exported ADAMS model. Some unwanted interactions between mechanical model and the 

control model will be identified during the integration of these two models. 

Finally, the performance of active suspension is evaluated and the efficiency of co-simulation is 

studied based on the simulation result. 
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2  FRAME OF REFERENCE 

This chapter summarizes the existing suspension technology applied in the forestry machines. 

Then the previous XT28 forwarder model and active pendulum arm suspension control strategies 

are introduced.  

 

 

2.1 Suspension in forestry machines  

Suspension is one of the most important parts in a forestry machine since it has great influence 

on the mobility, stability, driving comfort and ground pressure. In the current forestry machine 

market, bogie suspension is widely used among various companies due to its relative good 

performance on the above demands. However, the drawback of this type of passive suspension is 

obvious. The uneven terrain would cause vibration, so that the cabin and seat suspension are 

needed to reduce the vibration effect on the operators. Besides, the relative large pitch and roll 

angle of the chassis would also give rise to instability when the forwarder is loaded with logs.  

Figure 1 shows a forwarder equipped with bogie suspension. 

 

Figure 1. A forwarder with bogie suspension. 

Pendulum arm suspension is a revolutionized design in forestry machine industry due to the 

possibility to control the suspension actively and independently. This technology has been 

utilized in some forestry machines (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. A harvester with pendulum arm suspension. 

2.2 XT28 forwarder with Pendulum Arm Suspension 

As seen in the Figure 3, XT28 is a prototype forwarder being developed by Skogforsk 

collaboration with KTH. The chassis consist of three parts, where engine and cabin is located on 

the front part, cage is situated on the middle and rear parts. Due to chassis configuration and 

various advantages, the six wheels of XT28 forwarder are driven by a diesel-hydraulic hybrid 

driveline. This hybrid driveline also provides hydraulic power for the six cylinders on the active 

pendulum arm suspensions, steering cylinders and crane.  

 

Figure 3. CAD model of the XT28 forwarder. 

One of the highlights of XT28 is the active pendulum arm suspension. The detailed configuration 

of the pendulum arm suspension units is shown in Figure 4. Each suspension unit is composed of 

one pendulum arm and one hydraulic cylinder. The pendulum arm which could rotate about the 

rotation joint A connects chassis (red) with wheel hub (joint B). While hydraulic cylinder is 

arranged between the chassis (rotation joint D) and pendulum arm (rotation joint C), it provide 

force to control the rotation angle of pendulum arm by the linear movement of piston and piston 

rod. 
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Figure 4. CAD model of a pendulum arm suspension unit. 

The advantage of this pendulum arm suspension is that it allows the wheel has a large vertical 

displacement within a compact suspension structure. Besides, each of the pendulum arms could 

be controlled independently, so the pitch and roll angle would be decreased dramatically when 

the forwarder is operation on the uneven terrain in the forest. The stroke length of existing 

hydraulic cylinder is 229 mm, which means the ground clearance of the XT28 range from 184 

mm to 712 mm. 

2.3 Previous modeling implementation of the XT28 

2.3.1 State space model  

MATLAB/Simulink is a block diagram environment for multidomain simulation and Model-

Based Design. A state space model of XT28 was built in Simulink by Aguilar and Viktorsson 

(Aguilar and Viktorsson, 2014) based on theoretical equations. The model includes forwarder, 

hydraulic cylinder, control system and soil. The model was simulated with and without active 

suspension control on the same test track, and the evaluation of the controller was performed by 

comparing the simulation results.  

2.3.2 SimMechanics model  

Instead of using the theoretical equations, MATLAB/SimMechanics provides a simpler method 

for modeling and analyzing mechanical system by using different blocks represent bodies with 

correspond mass properties, joints, constraints, drivers, sensors and force elements (Mathworks, 

2015). Besides, the implementation of control in SimMechanics model is relatively 

straightforward due to its close relationship with Simulink. 

A simplified SimMechanics forwarder model was first developed by Wang (Wang, 2011), then 

some modification were made by Aguilar and Viktorsson (Aguilar and Viktorsson, 2014). Figure 

5 shows the modified model (left) and the unmodified model (right). The kinematic leveling 

controller, dynamic vibration controller and the hybrid controller were applied and tested on the 

SimMechanics model. 

D C 

B A 

D C 

B A 
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Figure 5. SimMechanics model of XT28 (Aguilar and Viktorsson, 2014).  

2.3.3 ADAMS model  

ADAMS is the world’s most widely used Multi-Body Dynamic software developed by MSC 

software. It improves engineering efficiency and reduces product development costs by enabling 

early system-level design validation. With the help of ADAMS, the system performance and 

dynamic of moving parts of XT28 forwarder is much easier to be understood than the traditional 

research method. 

As seen in Figure 6, the ADAMS model of XT28 contains most of main components in the 

physical prototype, it is comprised of three parts of chassis, engine, cabin, crane, bunk, as well as 

six wheels with pendulum arms. The estimated mass of each component is listed in Table 1. A 

box weight 10000 Kg is fixed in the bunk area represents logs in the model.  

As mentioned in the chapter one, the steering function is not considered in this model, so the 

three parts of chassis are connected by two fixed joints. Hence, all the body features except 

wheels and suspensions are regarded as one rigid body in the model.  

The ADAMS model does not include any active control system for the pendulum arm 

suspension. Instead of modeling the hydraulic cylinder for the suspension, translational spring-

damper forces are added between the chassis and each of the pendulum arms. Since the 

translational spring-damper forces are defined by spring stiffness and damping coefficient, the 

suspension in this ADAMS model represent passive pendulum arm suspension.  

 

Figure 6. MBD model of XT28 in ADAMS.  
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Table 1. Estimated weight of XT28 model components 

 Quality Weight/Kg 

Front chassis 1 2543.333 

Middle chassis 1 2700.333 

Rear chassis 1 1178.333 

Engine 1 840 

Engine Cover 1 5 

Cabin 1 1728 

Crane 1 2000 

Bunk 1 1000 

Pendulum arm 6 452*6 

Wheel rim 6 2100*6 

Logs 1 10000 

Total mass (Unloaded)  16807 

Total mass (Loaded)  26807 

In terms of tires, there are different formats of tire file that can be used in ADAMS. Table 2 

introduces four commonly used tire file formats in ADAMS (MSC Software, 2002). The current 

tire model utilized in the XT28 ADAMS model is in the Fiala format, and the Table 3 represents 

the prosperities of the XT28 tire model. 

Table 2. Comparison of different tire formats in ADAMS 

 Tire format 

Delft Smithers UA Fiala 

Data required  

Basic tire properties     

Measured test data     

Coefficients from Fitted     

Test Tire Data     

Applicability  

Handling Analysis     

Durability Analysis     

Comprehensive Slip     

Road representation  

2D Continuous Flat or Sine,  

or Discrete Linear Surfaces 

    

3D Discrete Triangular Surfaces     

General Data Method     
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Table 3. Basic prosperities of XT28 tire model 

Tire size 600/55 R26.5 

File format Fiala 

Unit mm, N, deg, Kg, sec 

Unloaded radius 670  

Width 710  

Aspect ratio 0.45 

Vertical stiffness 1200  

Vertical damping 100 

CSLIP 10000  

CALPHA 800  

CGAMMA 0  

Umin 0.9 

Umax 1.0 

In order to compare the vibration level between different machines and to evaluate different 

suspension solutions, Skogforsk together with Hultdins AB has developed a 28 meters long 

standardized test track. The test track is equipped with obstacles in three different heights, 150 

mm, 250 mm and 350 mm. Rank and heights are designed to meet the terrain Class 2 (Skogforsk, 

2007). A full size 3D test track model has been built to represent the physical test track, see 

Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. Skogforsk test track model.  

2.4 Previous suspension control strategies  

2.4.1 PID control  

PID controller is the most widely used controller in process control industries (Araki, 2002). 

Aguilar and Viktorsson (Aguilar and Viktorsson, 2014) developed a PID controller for the active 

pendulum arm suspension on XT28 forwarder. It obtains the required force and inertia by 

measuring the position error in pitch and roll angle, as well as the heave of the forwarder. Figure 

8 shows the block diagram of general control strategy. The three blocks in the left side 

containing controllers for pitch, roll and heave. Then the outputs from three controllers are 

decoupled into the individual cylinder forces. The aim of this PID control strategy is to minimize 

the variation of pitch, roll and heave by controlling force in the hydraulic cylinders of the six 

pendulum arm suspension units.  
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Figure 8. Block diagram of general control strategy.  

Figure 9 shows the lower level of the heave control block. It can be seen that the PID controller 

uses a transfer function and it is possible to model them either in the discrete domain or the 

continuous domain. The structures are same in both pitch and roll controller. The only difference 

are the inputs and outputs. 

 

Figure 9. The lower level of the heave control block.  

2.4.2 Levelled EGH control 

Baez (Baez, 2014) employed the leveled extended ground hook (EGH) control strategy in the 

active pendulum arm suspension on the XT28. The ground hook control is first introduced by 

Valasek and Novak (Valasek and Novak, 1996) aims at reducing the dynamic tire-ground force. 

The ground hook control strategy is extremely useful in the heavy vehicles to improve handling 

and reduce the road damage at the same time (Guglielmino et al., 2008).The EGH control 

(Valasek et al., 1997) is based on the extended combination of sky hook control and ground hook 

control. The leveled EGH not only reduce the sprung mass vibration and tire-ground force, but 

also decrease the pitch and roll angle at the same time. 
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Compare with the normal EGH control, leveled EGH control has an additional vertical spring 𝑘2 

between the sprung mass and the horizontal plane. This spring can be regarded as a proportional 

control of the pitch and roll angles. Figure 10 shows the ideal concept of leveled EGH control.  

 

Figure 10. Levelled EGH ideal concept (Baez, 2014).  

According to the above concept diagram, the force law of the leveled EGH control is  

𝐹𝑎 = 𝑏1(�̇�1 − �̇�0) − 𝑏2�̇�2 − 𝑏12(�̇�2 − �̇�1)+∆𝑘10(𝑧2 − 𝑧1) − ∆𝑘12(𝑧2 − 𝑧1) + 𝑘2(𝑧𝑐𝑚 − 𝑧2)  (1) 

Where, 𝑚1 and 𝑚2 are the unsprung and sprung mass. z0 is the ground excitation, 𝑧1 and 𝑧2 are 

vertical displacements of unsprung mass and sprung mass. 𝑏1, 𝑏2 and 𝑏12 are ground hook, sky 

hook and passive damping coefficients, respectively. 𝑘10 and 𝑏10 are the stiffness and damping 

coefficient of tire. ∆𝑘10 and ∆𝑘12 are the tire and passive stiffness cancellation.  

Since the hydraulic cylinder does not include any passive element which means there is no 

spring stiffness to cancel with the control system’s spring ∆𝑘12. While the spring 𝑘12 can be 

added as a control element between sprung and unsprung mass. Therefore, the force law of the 

leveled EGH control in the pendulum arm suspension is  

𝐹𝑎 = 𝑏1(�̇�1 − �̇�0) − 𝑏2�̇�2 − 𝑏12(�̇�2 − �̇�1)−𝑘12(𝑧2 − 𝑧1) + ∆𝑘10(𝑧2 − 𝑧1) + 𝑘2(𝑧𝑐𝑚 − 𝑧2) (2) 

Where, 𝑘12 is the passive spring stiffness. 

The corresponding Simulink model of the leveled EGH active controller for the pendulum arm 

suspension is shown in Figure 11. The presented block diagram shows an example of one 

suspension controller. 
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Figure 11. Block diagram of the active controller in Simulink (Baez, 2014).  
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3  THE PROCESS 

The simulation of XT28 ADAMS model with passive pendulum arm suspension is conducted in 

the first section of this chapter, followed by the implementation of control system for the active 

pendulum arm suspension in MATLAB/Simulink. The co-simulation of active pendulum arm 

suspension is performed in the last section by integrating the modified XT28 ADAMS model and 

newly developed control model. 

 

 

3.1 ADAMS simulation of the passive suspension 

In order to have a good understanding of the original XT28 ADAMS model and collect the data 

for comparison with active suspension, a ADAMS simulation of passive pendulum arm 

suspension is performed at the first stage of the project.  

As can be seen in Figure 12, the forwarder model, tire model as well as Skogforsk test track 

model introduced in the second chapter is used and some modifications have been made. 

Translational spring-damper forces are added between the chassis and pendulum arm to replace 

the hydraulic cylinder. Figure 13 shows the configuration of passive pendulum arm suspension. 

 

Figure 12. XT28 ADAMS model with passive suspension on Skogforsk test track. 

After attempting different pair of values of spring stiffness and damping coefficient values in 

spring-damper force, a pair of values which gives a relatively idea performance in pitch and roll 

angle as well as vertical vibration is obtained. The spring stiffness and damping coefficient are 

1500000 N/m and 150000 Ns/m, respectively.  

During the simulation, the forwarder is driven by the rotational joint motion on each of the 

revolute joints between pendulum arm and wheel. The rotational speed of the motion is set to 72 

degrees per second, which gives the forwarder an approximately velocity 2.85 Km/h in 

longitudinal direction.  
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Figure 13. Configuration of passive pendulum arm suspension.  

3.2 Active suspension control system  

Since the main object of this thesis is to implement the new MBS method rather than developing 

a better control system, a simpler leveled skyhook control is developed as the control strategy for 

heterogeneous MBS of XT28.  

3.2.1 Skyhook and leveled skyhook control 

Skyhook control is original developed by Karnopp in which the fictitious damper is regarded as 

being hooked to a fixed point in the sky (Karnopp et al., 1974). The skyhook control is an ideal 

choice to isolate the vibration of sprung mass from ground excitation. Figure 14 shows the 

schematic of the general skyhook control principle.  

 

Figure 14. Schematic of the general skyhook control.  

In the schematic above, 𝑚1  and 𝑚2  are the unsprung and sprung mass. 𝑧0  is the ground 

excitation, 𝑧1 and 𝑧2 are vertical displacements of unsprung mass and sprung mass. 𝑘12 and 𝑏12 

are passive spring stiffness and damping coefficients, respectively. 𝑏2 is the damping coefficient 

of skyhook damper. 

z2 

z0 

z1 

Ground 

k12 b12 

b2 

m2 

m1 

 

Stationary Sky 
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Instead of physical spring and damper elements, active suspension only have one force actuator 

between sprung and unsprung mass. Figure 15 shows the schematic of the active suspension, 𝐹𝑎 

represents the output force from actuator. 

 

Figure 15. Schematic of active suspension.  

Based on the above theory about skyhook control and active suspension, the force from active 

suspension actuator in skyhook control is obtained 

 𝐹𝑎 = −𝑏2�̇�2 − 𝑏12(�̇�2 − �̇�1)−𝑘12(𝑧2 − 𝑧1)  (3) 

Comparing with the original skyhook control, an additional fictitious vertical spring 𝑘2 between 

the sprung mass and the horizontal plane that include the mass center of vehicle is added. This 

spring can be considered as a proportional control unit to reduce the pitch and roll angles of the 

vehicle. Therefore, the leveled skyhook control combines the advantage of general skyhook 

control and leveling function at the same time. Figure 16 shows the schematic of leveled 

skyhook control.  

 

Figure 16. Schematic of the levelled skyhook control.  
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The force law of leveled skyhook control should be 

 𝐹𝑎 = −𝑏2�̇�2 − 𝑏12(�̇�2 − �̇�1)−𝑘12(𝑧2 − 𝑧1) + 𝑘2(𝑧𝑐𝑚 − 𝑧2) (4) 

Where, 𝑘2 is the leveling spring stiffness, 𝑧𝑐𝑚 is the displacement of the sprung mass center in 

vertical direction which means the leveling stroke (𝑧𝑐𝑚 − 𝑧2) should equal to zero under the 

equilibrium condition, and the rest of variables are same with the above equations. When it 

comes to the physical forwarder and its MBD model, there is a more realistic approach to obtain 

the leveling stroke (𝑧𝑐𝑚 − 𝑧2) by measuring the pitch and roll angles of the forwarder. Therefore, 

above equation (4) can be written as 

 𝐹𝑎 = −𝑏2�̇�2 − 𝑏12(�̇�2 − �̇�1)−𝑘12(𝑧2 − 𝑧1) + 𝑘2(𝑙𝑥 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 + 𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜑) (5) 

Where θ and φ are the measured pitch and roll angles of the vehicle, respectively. 𝑙𝑥 and 𝑙𝑦 are 

the distance between vehicle sprung mass center and specific unsprung mass center in 

longitudinal and lateral directions. Figure 17 indicate the definition of these variables in the 

schematic diagrams.  

 

Figure 17. Explanation of variables used in the levelled skyhook control.  

3.2.2 Adaptation of pendulum arms to QVM  

Since the proposed leveled skyhook control strategy is developed in the quarter vehicle model 

(QVM). The suspension components are arranged in the vertical direction as a normal vehicle, so 

the actuator force is also calculated in the vertical direction. However, the geometric structure of 

the real pendulum arm is different. The detailed configuration of the pendulum arm suspension 

unit is shown in Figure 4 in the second chapter.  

In order to apply the predefined leveled skyhook control strategy to the pendulum arm 

suspension on XT28, some adaptation and modification are needed according to the geometric 

difference between the QVM and pendulum arm suspension.  

To start with, a simplified 2D free body diagram of pendulum arm suspension by Baez is shown 

in Figure 18. Just as the variables in the quarter vehicle model of leveled skyhook control, 𝑚1 

and 𝑚2  are the unsprung and sprung mass, 𝑧1  and 𝑧2  are vertical displacements of unsprung 

mass and sprung mass. In the real pendulum arm case, the definition of unsprung mass is 

complex. The unsprung mass center can be regarded as the center of wheel hub. Hence, the 

unsprung mass 𝑚1 includes the mass of wheel and wheel hub, as well as an equivalent portion of 

the pendulum arm. Besides, the mass of pendulum arm can be regarded as zero since the rest 

mass of pendulum arm is belong to the sprung mass 𝑚2 in this simiplified free body diagram.  
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The rest of variables are newly defined in the diagram. 𝐹𝑇 is the tire-ground force and 𝛼 is the 

rotation angle of the pendulum arm. Just as 𝐹𝑎  in the skyhook control, 𝐹𝑠  also represents the 

output force from actuator, but 𝐹𝑠 is the force in the pendulum arm suspension. The aim of this 

section is to find out the relationship between the cylinder force 𝐹𝑎 in QVM and cylinder force 𝐹𝑠 

in pendulum arm suspension.  

 

Figure 18. Free body diagram of the pendulum arm suspension. (Baez, 2014).  

Based on the free body diagram, the moment and vertical force equilibrium is obtained. Note that 

the horizontal acceleration of the unsprung mass is neglected due to the rotation angle of 

pendulum arm is small.  

 𝐹𝑝𝑎 − 𝐹𝑠 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛽) = 𝑚2�̈�2 (6) 

 𝐹𝑤 − 𝐹𝑝𝑎 + 𝐹𝑠 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛽) = 0 (7) 

 𝐹𝑇 − 𝐹𝑤 = 𝑚1�̈�1 (8) 

 𝐹𝑤𝑙𝑝𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼) + 𝐹𝑠 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛽) 𝑙𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼 + 𝛾) − 𝐹𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽) 𝑙𝑠 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼 + 𝛾) (9) 

Solving the above equations, reduce  𝐹𝑤 and 𝐹𝑝𝑎, 

 𝑚1�̈�1 = 𝐹𝑇 − 𝐹𝑠
𝑙𝑠[𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽) 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼+𝛾)− 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛽) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼+𝛾)]

𝑙𝑝𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼)
 (10) 

  𝑚2�̈�2 = 𝐹𝑠
𝑙𝑠[𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽) 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼+𝛾)− 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛽) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼+𝛾)]

𝑙𝑝𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼)
 (11) 

Then, the free body diagram of the active suspension in QVM is shown in the Figure 19. The 

vertical force equilibrium yield: 

 𝑚1�̈�1 = 𝐹𝑡 − 𝐹𝑎 (12) 

 𝑚2�̈�2 = 𝐹𝑎 (13) 
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Figure 19. Free body diagram of the active suspension in QVM.  

Thus, the relationship between the cylinder force 𝐹𝑎 in the QVM and hydraulic cylinder force 𝐹𝑠 

in pendulum arm suspension is: 

 𝐹𝑠 = 𝐹𝑎
𝑙𝑝𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼(𝑡))

𝑙𝑠[𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽(𝑡)) 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼(𝑡)+𝛾)− 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛽(𝑡)) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼(𝑡)+𝛾)]
 (14) 

3.2.3 Active suspension control in XT28 

Control model for active pendulum arm suspension could be developed in Simulink based on the 

equation (4), (5) and (14).  

Since the leveling stroke (𝑧𝑐𝑚 − 𝑧2) in equation (4) is written as the function of pitch and roll 

angle (𝑙𝑥 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 + 𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜑) , a subsystem named “pitch and roll controller” is developed to 

calculate the leveling stroke (𝑧𝑐𝑚 − 𝑧2) by the input pitch and roll values. Figure 20 shows the 

mask and block diagram of “pitch and roll controller” in Simulink.  

 

Figure 20. The mask (left) and block diagram (right) of “pitch and roll controller” in Simulink. 

As discussed above, the center of unsprung mass can be regarded as the center of wheel hub, the 

parameter 𝑙𝑥𝑓  (-3.38m), 𝑙𝑥𝑚  (0.204m), 𝑙𝑥𝑟  (2.541m) and 𝑙𝑦  (0.952m) represent the distance 
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between each wheel and mass center of the forwarder in longitudinal and lateral directions (see 

Figure 21).  

 

Figure 21.The geometric parameters of mass centre. 

The relative vertical displacement between sprung and unsprung mass (𝑧2 − 𝑧1) in equation (4) 

and (5) can be calculated by the rotation angle of the pendulum arm: 

 𝑧2 − 𝑧1 = 𝑙𝑝𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼 − 𝛼0) (15) 

Where, 𝑙𝑝𝑎  (1.00281m) is the length of pendulum arm, 𝛼  is the measured rotation angle of 

pendulum arm, 𝛼0 is the reference pendulum arm angle. A subsystem named “PA geometric 

model” is built to output the relative displacement (𝑧2 − 𝑧1) through the measured pendulum 

arm angle. Figure 22 shows the mask and block diagram of “PA geometric model” in Simulink. 

 

Figure 22. The mask (left) and block diagram (right) of “PA geometric model” in Simulink. 

Finally, the Simulink model of the active pendulum arm control system of one suspension unit is 

shown in Figure 23, all the six suspensions have the same control system. The three inputs are 

pendulum arm angle (alpha), vertical acceleration of sprung mass (z2pp), and the leveling stroke 

(𝑧𝑐𝑚 − 𝑧2). The output Fs is the required force provided by the hydraulic cylinder. The value of 

parameters in the control system is shown in the next chapter. 
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Figure 23. Simulink model of the active suspension controller.  

3.3 Co-simulation of the active suspension 

3.3.1 Overview 

As introduced in the second chapter, most of pervious simulation researches on XT28 forwarder 

are performed in single software, although different model have been developed both in 

MATLAB/Simulink and ADAMS. Those simulation models have contributed a lot during the 

development of XT28 prototype forwarder.  

However, whether Simulink or ADAMS has inborn advantages and disadvantages in Multi-Body 

Simulation area. When it comes to the development of active pendulum arm suspension control 

system, ADAMS has powerful kinematic and dynamic analysis ability, but the control toolbox in 

ADAMS is not enough for building a complex control system. Luckily, Simulink is a perfect 

choice to compensate for the disadvantages of ADAMS due to its powerful computing function 

and high efficiency of programming (Rao, 2009; Zhang et al, 2012; Luo et al., 2013; Brezina et 

al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2009).  

Thanks to the improvement of software and hardware, it is possible to implement the ADAMS 

and Simulink co-simulation in one computer or multiple computers via TCP/IP communication. 

In this case, the XT28 forwarder is modeled in ADAMS/View whereas the suspension control 

system is modeled in Simulink, and a co-simulation is setup to run on one computer. 

 

Figure 24. Schematic of co-simulation.  
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Figure 24 shows a schematic how the ADAMS and Simulink are connected in co-simulation. 

The ADAMS export the predefined forwarder parameters to Simulink control model, then the 

Simulink feedback the controlled hydraulic actuator forces into ADAMS. 

3.3.2 Modification of ADAMS model 

The ADAMS model used for the co-simulation is based on the model with passive suspension 

which is introduced in the first section of this chapter. However, the new applied forces are 

added to replace the original translational spring-damper forces. The direction of the new forces 

should select ‘between two bodies in line-of-sight’. The action body and reaction body are the 

same with the previous spring-damper forces, which are the forwarder chassis and the pendulum 

arms, respectively. Figure 25 indicates the configuration of new applied forces in the ADAMS 

model. 

 

Figure 25. New applied force between chassis and pendulum arm.  

3.3.3 Input and output variables 

The input and output variables in ADAMS model required by Simulink control model are listed 

in Table 4 and Table 5. 

Table 4. ADAMS input variables 

Variable Name Description 

FL_Fs_in Front left hydraulic cylinder force 

FR_Fs_in Front right hydraulic cylinder force 

ML_Fs_in Middle left hydraulic cylinder force 

MR_Fs_in Middle right hydraulic cylinder force 

RL_Fs_in Rear left hydraulic cylinder force 

RR_Fs_in Rear right hydraulic cylinder force 
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Table 5. ADAMS output variables 

Variable Name Description 

Cabin_accZ_out Vertical acceleration of cabin 

FL_PA_angle_out Rotation angle of front left pendulum arm 

FL_z2acc_out Vertical acceleration of front left pendulum arm 

FR_PA_angle_out Rotation angle of front right pendulum arm 

FR_z2acc_out Vertical acceleration of front right pendulum arm 

ML_PA_angle_out Rotation angle of middle left pendulum arm 

ML_z2acc_out Vertical acceleration of middle left pendulum arm 

MR_PA_angle_out Rotation angle of middle right pendulum arm 

MR_z2acc_out Vertical acceleration of middle right pendulum arm 

Pitch_out Pitch angle 

RL_PA_angle_out Rotation angle of rear left pendulum arm 

RL_z2acc_out Vertical acceleration of rear left pendulum arm 

Roll_out Roll angle 

RR_PA_angle_out Rotation angle of rear right pendulum arm 

RR_z2acc_out Vertical acceleration of rear right pendulum arm 

Velocity_out Velocity in longitudinal direction 

3.3.4 Establish the model for co-simulation 

There are nine main steps to combine the ADAMS model and Sumulink model together to 

establish a new model for co-simulation. (Zhu et al., 2010; MSC Software, 2012; Jang and Choi, 

2007) 

Step 1 Loading ADAMS/Control:  

ADAMS/Control is a plugin for ADAMS/View to transfer information between ADAMS and 

outside control system such as MATLAB and Easy5. Since ADAMS/Control would not be 

loaded automatically, it should be loaded manually in plugin manager. As shown in Figure 26, 

select “Load” to load ADAMS/control manually every time before using this plugin. An easier 

way is to active “Load at Startup” to enable automatic load the ADAMS/Control plugin every 

time ADAMS/View starts up.  
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Figure 26. Load ADAMS/Control in plugin manager.  

Step 2 Creating ADAMS plant inputs and outputs  

The communication between ADAMS and Simulink is accomplished through state variables 

defined in ADAMS. Therefore, all the inputs and outputs listed in Table 4 and Table 5 should be 

defined as ADAMS state variables. Nevertheless, the setting of inputs and outputs is slightly 

different. ADAMS plant inputs and outputs could be created by “Create State Variable”, which 

is under System Element menu. 

Figure 27 shows an example of how the output state variable is created. In the “Create State 

Variable” dialogue box, the definition should select “Run-Time Expression”. “F(time,…) =” text 

box should fill in an algebraic equation to express the output variable based on the existing 

maskers or the measures in ADAMS. 

 

Figure 27. Create output state variable.  

As shown in Figure 28, input variables are defined in the same method as output variables above. 

However, ‘F(time,…) =’ test box should fill in number zero for all the input variables, since the 
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inputs will get their values from the control application, and the number zero will be overwritten 

during each step of the co-simulation. 

 

Figure 28. Create input state variable.  

Step 3 Referencing input variables 

After defining the plant inputs and outputs, the input state variables from Simulink control 

system need to be referenced to the specific location in the ADAMS model. In this XT28 

forwarder case, the controlled hydraulic cylinder force signals from Simulink control model 

should be referenced to the newly created forces between chassis and pendulum arms in 

ADAMS. Figure 29 shows how the input cylinder signals are referenced to the already exist 

force in XT28 ADAMS model. 

 

Figure 29. Modify function of cylinder force.  

Open “Modify Force” dialogue box, the only item need to be modified is the “Function” text box. 

The text box should be blank if there is no referenced variable for this force. Take “RLForce” as 

example, this force represents the rear left actuator force in ADAMS model. So the state variable 

“RL_Fs_in” which is the input rear left actuator force signal from Simulink control system 

should be referenced to the force “RLForce” in ADAMS. In order to reference the force with 

state variable, the ADAMS function VARVAL(variable value) is used to return the value of the 
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given variable. Therefore, the “Function” text box of force “RLForce” should be filled in as 

“VARVAL(RL_Fs_in)”. 

Step 4 Exporting ADAMS block 

Now, it is ready to export ADAMS linear and nonlinear plant files to Simulink. To export the 

model, open “ADAMS/Control Plant Exoprt” dialogue box in plugin menu. Figure 30 shows 

how the plant export dialogue box looks like when all the items are filled in correctly. 

“File Prefix” is named as “Active_Pendulumarm”, but it can be named freely. Then, select the 

input signals and output signals as listed in Table 4 and Table 5 above. Note that the order of 

these inputs and outputs is important since it need to match the control model in Simulink. After 

that, MATLAB is selected as the target software, the choice of target software will influence the 

format of exported files. Finally, both FORTRAN and C++ can be selected as the 

ADAMS/Slover in this stage. Note that same ADAMS/Solver need to be selected in Simulink in 

the later step. 

 

Figure 30. Adams/Control plant export dialogue box.  

The exported ADAMS model contains input and output information in an MATLAB script 

(Active_Pendulumarm.m) file. It also generates a command file (Active_Pendulumarm.cmd) and 

a dataset file (Active_Pendulumarm.adm) which will be used during simulation process. An 

empty file named “aviewAS.cmd” is also created which will prevent the startup screen from 

displaying when simulation interactively with ADAMS/View. The above files are automatically 

created in the same folder with ADSMS model. 
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Step 5 Creating the ADAMS block diagram in Simulink 

In order to create the ADAMS block diagram in Simulink, the working directory of MATLAB 

need to be changed to the folder which contains the exported files from ADAMS. Then load 

“Active_Pendulumarm.m” in MATLAB, and type “adams_sys” at the prompt to open the 

ADAMS block diagram in a new window.  

As can be seen in the Figure 31, there are three ADAMS blocks representing the ADAMS model 

in different ways. The “S-Function” block represents the nonlinear ADAMS model. The “State-

Space” block represents the linearized ADAMS model. The “adams_sub” includes the nonlinear 

model and useful MATLAB variables. In this case, only “adams_sub” will be used in the co-

simulation. 

 

Figure 31. Simulink selection window.  

Step 6 Setting simulation parameters in the plant mask  

To start with, double click “adams_sub” block, a new window is opened shows the inside 

subsystem of “adams_sub” block (see Figure 32). 
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Figure 32. adams_sub block.  

Then, double click red block “ADAMS Plant” to open “Function Block Parameter” dialogue box 

for ADAMS plant. There are several settings need to be changed in the dialogue box. As shown 

in Figure 33, “Output file prefix” should be changed to a given name where “result_active” is 

used in this case. Note that the name in the text box should be enclosed with single quotation 

marks. As mentioned above, the selection of ADAMS/Solver should be the same with the 

exported plant, so “C++” is chosen as ADAMS/Solver in this case.  

Next, simulation settings should be selected. The default setting of “Animation mode” is “batch”, 

which means the model would simulate only with ADAMS/Solver. So the setting for the 

“Animation mode” should be changed to “interactive”, which allows the graphically monitor of 

the simulation in ADAMS/View. Another simulation setting is “Simulation mode”, the default 

setting “discrete” should remain unchanged since it indicates the simulation would run in co-

simulation. The predefined variables would be exchanged between ADAMS and MATLAB at 

discrete interval.  

 

Figure 33. Adams plant mask.  
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Step 7 Connecting ADAMS block with the control model in Simulink 

The ADAMS block is ready to be merged with Simulink control model. Copy “adams_sub” 

block and past to the window of active pendulum arm suspension control model. The output and 

input ports of ADAMS block should be connected with the corresponding input and output ports 

of the control system. The completed co-simulation model is shown in Figure 34. 

 

Figure 34. Co-simulation model in Simulink.  

Step 8 Setting Simulink configuration parameters 

The configuration parameters in Simulink should be set as shown in Figure 35. Stop time should 

be filled in 55 since it spent approximately 55 seconds for the forwarder to pass all the bumps on 

the Skogforsk test track model. The Simulink solver should choose “ode45” (Dormand-Prince). 

The rest of parameters remain unchanged. 
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Figure 35. Simulink configuration parameters.  

Step 9 Running the co-simulation 

To start the co-simulation, click the green button “run” in the control system window. Then, the 

co-simulation begins after the ADAMS software and the XT28 forwarder model are loaded 

automatically. Four files in formats .res, .req, .msg and .gra is created automatically when the co-

simulation is finished. The .res file can be loaded on post processor in ADAMS manually in 

order to analysis the simulation results. 
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4  RESULTS  

In this chapter, the simulation of forwarder with passive suspension and co-simulation of 

forwarder with active suspension introduced in chapter 3 are implemented. The results are 

presented and analyzed in three aspects, riding quality, tire-ground force, as well as the 

efficiency of co-simulation. 

 

 

In order to perform the simulation described in chapter three, the spring and damper coefficients 

in passive suspension and control parameters in active suspension need to be decided after 

modeling. Table 6 presents the spring stiffness and damping coefficient of the translational 

spring-damper force in passive suspension ADAMS model. Note that the spring-damper 

parameters are only used for simulation since the parameters of real hydraulic cylinder are 

unknown. Table 7 shows the control parameters in leveled skyhook control system for XT28. 

Results in this chapter are obtained based on these parameters. 

Table 6. Spring-damper parameters in passive suspension ADAMS model 

Passive suspension parameter Value 

Spring stiffness 1500000 N/m 

Damping coefficient 150000 Ns/m 

Table 7. Control parameters in active suspension control model 

Active control parameter Value 

Passive damping coefficients b12 50000 Ns/m 

Passive spring stiffness k12 400000 N/m 

Damping coefficient of skyhook damper b2 135000 Ns/m 

Leveling spring stiffness k2 2000000 N/m 

4.1 Riding quality 

The most important reason to employ the active pendulum arm suspension on XT28 forwarder is 

to improve the cabin comfort and vehicle stability while driving on the uneven terrain in the 

forest. The Skogforsk standard test track model is used to represent the terrain condition in 

simulation for both passive suspension and active suspension to guarantee the same simulation 

condition.  

In this thesis, riding comfort is evaluated by analyzing the vertical and lateral acceleration of the 

cabin, since these two values represent the vibration in work environment (Suzuki, 1998; Yau et 

al., 1999; Paddan and Griffin, 2002). The result of vertical and lateral cabin acceleration is 

shown in Figure 36.  
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Figure 36. Result of cabin vertical and lateral acceleration.  

Note that the result data of first five seconds have been removed in all the figures presented in 

this chapter. All the statistics results including RMS values and maximum values are also based 

on the data in the presented figures. Due to the model limitation, tire model and road model 

could not contact perfectly until the simulation start. Therefore, the forwarder model had an 

unstable body motion when tires really contact with ground at the beginning of the simulation 

which normally last for two to three seconds. So, the result data of first five seconds was 

removed to avoid unwanted results and increase the accuracy of the statistic results.  

As shown in the figures, the accelerations value of the active suspension become to zero in the 

last seven seconds while the accelerations value of the passive suspension are still fluctuates 

until the end of simulation. The reason of this phomenon is that the longitudinal velocity of the 

forwarder with passive suspension is lower due to the energy loss in the passive dampers. 

Therefore, the forwarder with active suspension drives away the last bump at approximately 48 

seconds while the forwarder with passive suspension drives away the last bump at the end of 

simulation. This explanation is also used for the rest of results presented in this chapter since 

these data are obtained from the same simulation and co-simulation models.  

Riding stability is evaluated by the pitch and roll angle of the forwarder chassis. Large pitch and 

roll angle will increase the rollover risk since the forwarder has a relative high mass center. The 

result of pitch and roll angle is shown in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37. Result of pitch and roll angle. 

According to the Figure 36 and Figure 37 above, the root mean square (RMS) values and 

maximum values of each measured parameter is calculated. The difference between passive 

suspension and active suspension of each measured parameter is also shown in percentage. The 

negative sign indicates the value in active suspension is decreased compared with the passive 

suspension, and vice versa.  

Table 8. RMS comparison of evaluated parameters 

 Passive suspension Active suspension Difference 

Pitch angle [rad] 0.0153 0.0020 -86.93% 

Roll angle [rad] 0.0750 0.0057 -92.40% 

Cabin vertical acceleration [m/s
2
] 0.6221 0.2808 -54.86% 

Cabin lateral acceleration [m/s
2
] 0.5872 0.1039 -82.31% 

Table 9. Maximum value comparison of evaluated parameters 

 Passive suspension Active suspension Difference 

Pitch angle [rad] 0.0222 0.0045 -79.73% 

Roll angle [rad] 0.1318 0.0135 -89.76% 

Cabin vertical acceleration [m/s
2
] 2.8722 2.2475 -21.75% 

Cabin lateral acceleration [m/s
2
] 1.8818 0.4294 -77.18% 

It can be seen in the Table 8 and Table 9 above, both RMS values and maximum values have 

been reduced in the simulation with active controlled suspension for all the evaluated parameters. 

The reduction of RMS values of these parameters is at least of 54.86% relative to the passive 

suspension. The reduction of maximum values of these parameters is at least of 21.75% relative 

to the passive suspension. Therefore, compared with passive pendulum arm suspension, the 
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active pendulum arm suspension with leveled skyhook control system could improve the driving 

comfort and stability considerably. 

4.2 Tire-ground interaction force 

The vertical tire force can represent the interaction force between tire and road which is another 

important research topic in the field of forestry machines. The aim of forest industry is to reduce 

the environmental damage to the lowest level and maximize the profit at the same time, but the 

soil and surface vegetation are easily damaged by the forwarder due to the heavy load and large 

traction force (Soane et al., 1994; Wästerlund, 1992). Therefore, lower tire ground interaction 

force means less damage to environment. The vertical tire force can be obtained in the ADAMS 

simulation result. Figure 38 shows the vertical tire forces of the front wheels in the passive 

suspension simulation and active suspension co-simulation. 

 

 

Figure 38. Result of vertical tire force of front wheels. 

Figure 39 shows the vertical tire forces of the middle and rear wheels. The blue line and red line 

represent the tire force in the passive pendulum arm suspension and active pendulum arm 

suspension, respectively. 
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Figure 39. Result of vertical tire force of middle and rear wheels. 
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According to the Figure 38 and Figure 39 above, the root mean square values and maximum 

values of each vertical tire force is calculated and presented in Table 10 and Table 11, 

respectively.  The values in percentage indicate the variation of the vertical tire force between 

passive suspension and active suspension. The negative sign means the value in active 

suspension co-simulation is decreased compared with the passive suspension simulation, and 

vice versa.  

Table 10. RMS comparison of the vertical tire force 

 Passive suspension Active suspension Difference 

Front left tire vertical force [N] 44554 43290 -2.84% 

Front right tire vertical force [N] 42535 43664 +2.65% 

Middle left tire vertical force [N] 49930 47459 -4.95% 

Middle right tire vertical force [N] 50561 47563 -5.93% 

Rear left tire vertical force [N] 51379 50083 -2.52% 

Rear right tire vertical force [N] 49567 49584 +0.03% 

Table 11. Maximum value comparison of the vertical tire force 

 Passive suspension Active suspension Difference 

Front left tire vertical force [N] 79910 72695 -9.03% 

Front right tire vertical force [N] 75190 75212 +0.03% 

Middle left tire vertical force [N] 99824 96239 -3.59% 

Middle right tire vertical force [N] 111257 98460 -11.50% 

Rear left tire vertical force [N] 88814 84687 -4.65% 

Rear right tire vertical force [N] 106080 84584 -20.26% 

As can be seen in the above tables, RMS values of each wheel do not have significant difference 

between the passive suspension and active suspension. The vertical tire force in the front left 

wheel and rear right wheel have increase slightly, 2.65% and 0.03%, respectively. The RMS 

values in the rest of the wheels decrease in to a certain extent, from 2.52% to 4.95%. 

As for the maximum value, there is a relatively obvious reduction. Only the front right vertical 

tire force rises from 75190 N to 75212 N. The rest of the wheels have a greater decrease in the 

maximum value of vertical tire force, from 3.59% to 20.26%. 

To sum up, compared with passive pendulum arm suspension, the leveled skyhook active 

pendulum arm suspension could not reduce the vertical tire force in a large extent, but it could 

reduce the extremely large value obviously. The reason for this phenomenon is because the 

leveled skyhook control system could balance the forwarder chassis more effectively, so that 

reduce the load concentration on the certain wheel or wheels. 

4.3 The efficiency of co-simulation 

Communication interval is found to have great influence on simulation time. In order to find out 

how communication interval affects the efficiency of co-simulation, a linearized increase of 

interval time was set from 0.01s to 0.04s in order to compare the elapsed time and CPU time cost 

during co-simulation. The related information can be found in the .msg file in the working folder. 

Table 12 shows the elapsed time and CPU time spent in the three different co-simulations. The 

setting and model employed in these co-simulations are the same except the communication 

interval. 
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Table 12. Comparison of the simulation time 

Communication interval [s] Elapsed time [s] CPU time [s] 

0.01 1865.27 1782.31 

0.02 1018.78 943.99 

0.03 805.23 758.16 

0.04 782.58 725.12 

According to the table above, elapsed time is longer than CPU time in all three cases. Since the 

default setting in the ADAMS solver is to use one thread in CPU, the difference between the 

elapsed time and CPU time is called wait time (Antognini, 2008). Stopwatch is used to measure 

the clock time spent on three simulations. It can be find that the elapsed time is the clock time of 

the co-simulation after the ADAMS model is loaded.  Besides, the communication interval 

affects the elapsed time and CPU time in a large extent. Both the elapsed time and CPU time 

have a nonlinear decrease with the communication interval increases linearly. As shown in 

Figure 40, the Elapsed time cubically with the communication interval. Time spent on opening 

the ADAMS software and loading ADAMS model is approximately one minute, but the time 

does not have any relationship with the communication interval. Therefore, communication 

interval has great influence on the efficiency of the co-simulation. 

 

Figure 40. Cubic curve fitting of the relationship between elapsed simulation time and communication interval. 
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5  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

A short summary of the master thesis project is presented in the first part of this chapter. Then 

the detailed discussion and conclusions are listed corresponding to the research questions 

proposed in the first chapter. 

 

 

In an effort to implement a heterogeneous simulation method to developing control system for 

active pendulum arm suspension on the XT28 forwarder, the detailed co-simulation 

methodology based on MSC ADAMS and MATLAB/Simulink was proposed in this thesis. 

In the first stage of the project, a literature research was conducted in order to have a good 

understanding of existing knowledge and former research including forestry industry, CTL 

technology, suspension solutions in the forestry machines, mechanism of XT28 forwarder, 

previous control strategies of the active pendulum arm suspension on XT28, and previous 

modeling method of XT28. Based on the above studies, research questions and delimitations of 

this thesis were predefined. 

Then, the modification of the existing Multi-Body Dynamic model of XT28 in ADAMS was 

performed. There were two versions of the modified model, the XT28 model with passive 

suspension and with active suspension. The passive suspension forwarder version was applied 

six translational spring-damper forces as hydraulic actuators. This model was simulated in 

ADAMS and collects data for evaluating the active suspension. In the active suspension 

forwarder version, the translational spring-damper forces were replaced by the applied forces and 

set as the input variables which were controlled by the control system from Simulink.  

Once the ADAMS models were ready for use, the leveled skyhook control theory was proposed 

and the active pendulum arm suspension control model which was based on the leveled skyhook 

theory was developed in Simulink. 

Finally, the co-simulation was set up to incorporate the ADAMS block with control model in 

Simulink. The Co-simulation was started and the results were compared with the performance of 

passive suspension model. The comparison was classified into three different aspects, riding 

quality, tire-ground interaction force, as well as the efficiency of co-simulation. The measured 

and analyzed parameters are vertical and lateral acceleration of the forwarder cabin, pitch and 

roll angle of the forwarder chassis. Elapsed time and CPU time spent on the co-simulation were 

measured to analysis the efficiency of co-simulation. 

The conclusions in this master thesis project are listed as following: 

 The XT28 forwarder model with the proposed leveled skyhook active suspension control 

system has much better performance in riding comfort and stability than the same 

forwarder model with passive suspension. The riding comfort is evaluated by the RMS 

value and the maximum value of vertical and lateral acceleration of the cabin. Riding 

stability is evaluated by the RMS value and the maximum value of the pitch and roll angle 

of the chassis. 

 Compared with passive pendulum arm suspension, the XT28 equipped with active 

controlled pendulum arm suspension could balance the vertical tire force on each wheel 

due to its leveling function in control system. The result of the balanced force is that the 

maximum value of vertical tire force is reduced, which could reduce the damage to the soil 

in forest to some extent. 
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 By setting different communication interval time between two software, and analyzing the 

elapsed time as well as CPU time spent on the co-simulation, it can be found that the 

communication interval time is one of the primary affecting factors of the co-simulation 

efficiency since the simulation time is proportional to the communication interval time. 

Therefore, smaller communication interval time means longer co-simulation time but more 

accurate simulation result, and vice versa. 

 The dampers in the passive pendulum arm suspension cause energy loss. As can be seen 

from the results in chapter four, the XT28 forwarder with active pendulum arm suspension 

took shorter time to drive over all the bumps on the test track than the forwarder with 

passive suspension. Since the motion of each wheel is defined in the same rotational speed 

on passive suspension forwarder model and active suspension forwarder model, so the 

reason of this time difference is that the damper in the passive suspension could cause 

energy loss and the hydraulic cylinder in the active suspension provide extra energy when 

the wheels passing by the uneven road. 

 Co-simulation between ADAMS and MATLAB/Simulink is proved to be a feasible 

heterogeneous simulation method for developing the active pendulum arm suspension on 

XT28 forwarder. The Multi-Body Dynamic model is built and simulate in ADAMS to 

avoid solving dynamic equations. The control model is developed and solved in Simulink 

to guarantee the efficiency. This methodology takes advantages of two software, with 

enhancing dynamic performance of active pendulum arm suspension, visualizing the 

simulation process, reducing the cost and improving the efficiency. It provides the 

inspiration to other research on the Multi-Body System with complex control system. 
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6  FUTURE WORK 

In this chapter, the future work based on the existing research methodology and results are 

recommended. 

 

 

Since the emphasis of this master thesis project is on implement the heterogeneous simulation 

methodology for MBD model of the XT28 forwarder, the recommended future research below 

could be carried out to improve the modeling and simulation based on the current methodology.  

 The leveled skyhook control strategy employed in the current system is simplified from 

previous control theory. The simulation shows a good result in leveling the chassis and 

reducing the vibration which are the advantages of leveled skyhook control. However, the 

current control system does not reduce the vertical tire force obviously. Therefore, the 

advice is to combine the ground hook control with the current leveled skyhook to reduce 

the vertical tire force and road damage.  

 The ADAMS model used in the thesis is modified from the previous version, and the 

model includes most of the main components of the XT28 forwarder. But the mass 

property of each component is estimated by the density and volume of the model. Thus, the 

simulation result would be more accurate if the ADAMS model could be more detailed and 

the mass properties could be verified. 

 The format of current tire model utilized in the simulation is Fiala which is a relative 

simpler format compared with other tire format. Besides, some parameter of current tire 

model such as vertical stiffness and vertical damping is estimated value. So, it would be 

interesting to try other tire format like Delft and explore more simulation results. 

 The Skogforsk standard test track is modeled and imported to ADAMS, and the test track 

is originally used for evaluating the vibration reduction of the suspension. It is 

recommended for future work to model soft soil in the forest and develop a methodology 

to evaluate the damage condition of the soil. Road with different slopes could be modeled 

to evaluate the driving stability by measuring the pitch and roll angle of the forwarder 

chassis in ADAMS model. 

 Communication interval time has been found out to be one of the most important effect 

factors for the efficiency of co-simulation. Reduce communication interval could save time 

in the co-simulation, but it would also reduce the accuracy of the result. It would be 

interesting to look for new methods to reduce the time cost and  maintain the accuracy of 

the result at the same time. One advice is to use multi threads of CPU in ADAMS slover. 

Another advice is to define the communication method between ADAMS and MATLAB 

as TCP/IP, which could allow the ADAMS and MATLAB run in the separate computers. 

 The spring stiffness and damping coefficient in the passive pendulum arm suspension 

forwarder model was set manually to achieve a relative realistic performance of the 

forwarder. The comparison results would be more meaningful if the real spring stiffness 

and damping coefficient values of the existing hydraulic cylinders could be measure and 

apply to the translational spring-damper forces in ADAMS model with passive suspension. 
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APPENDICES  

A MATLAB code for co-simulation result analysis 

% Co-Simulation Result Analysis  
% Please change working directory to folder 'Reslut Data' before running 
clear all 
close all 
clc; 
%% Plot Pitch Angle 

  
PassivePitch=dlmread('passive_pitch_cut.tab','\t',4,0); % load 
ActivePitch=dlmread('active_pitch_cut.tab','\t',4,0); % load 

  
figure 
plot(PassivePitch (:,1), PassivePitch (:,2)); 
hold on 
plot(ActivePitch (:,1), ActivePitch (:,2),'r'); 
hold off 
xlabel('Time [s]'); 
ylabel('Pitch [rad]'); 
title('Pitch Angle'); 
legend('Passive','Active','location','NorthWest'); 
grid on 

  
rms_passive_pitch=rms(PassivePitch(:,2)); 
rms_active_pitch=rms(ActivePitch(:,2)); 
disp(' ') 
disp(['Pitch angle']); 
disp(['Passive Suspension, RMS vaule = ' num2str(rms_passive_pitch) ' rad']); 
disp(['Active Suspension, RMS vaule = ' num2str(rms_active_pitch) ' rad']); 

  
max_passive_pitch=max(PassivePitch(:,2)); 
max_active_pitch=max(ActivePitch(:,2)); 
disp(['Passive Suspension, Max vaule = ' num2str(max_passive_pitch) ' rad']); 
disp(['Active Suspension, Max vaule = ' num2str(max_active_pitch) ' rad']); 

  
%% Plot Roll Angle 

  
PassiveRoll=dlmread('passive_roll_cut.tab','\t',4,0); % load 
ActiveRoll=dlmread('active_roll_cut.tab','\t',4,0); % load 

  
figure 
plot(PassiveRoll (:,1), PassiveRoll (:,2)); 
hold on 
plot(ActiveRoll (:,1), ActiveRoll (:,2),'r'); 
hold off 
xlabel('Time [s]'); 
ylabel('Roll [rad]'); 
title('Roll Angle'); 
legend('Passive','Active','location','NorthWest'); 
grid on 

  
rms_passive_roll=rms(PassiveRoll(:,2)); 
rms_active_roll=rms(ActiveRoll(:,2)); 
disp(' ') 
disp(['Roll angle']); 
disp(['Passive Suspension, RMS vaule = ' num2str(rms_passive_roll) ' rad']); 
disp(['Active Suspension, RMS vaule = ' num2str(rms_active_roll) ' rad']); 
max_passive_roll=max(PassiveRoll(:,2)); 
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max_active_roll=max(ActiveRoll(:,2)); 
disp(['Passive Suspension, Max vaule = ' num2str(max_passive_roll) ' rad']); 
disp(['Active Suspension, Max vaule = ' num2str(max_active_roll) ' rad']); 

  
%% Plot Vertical Acceleration 

  
PassiveAccZ=dlmread('passive_accz_cut.tab','\t',4,0); % load 
ActiveAccZ=dlmread('active_accz_cut.tab','\t',4,0); % load 

  
figure 
plot(PassiveAccZ (:,1), PassiveAccZ (:,2)); 
hold on 
plot(ActiveAccZ (:,1), ActiveAccZ (:,2),'r'); 
hold off 
xlabel('Time [s]'); 
ylabel('Acceleraction [m/s^2]'); 
title('Cabin Vertical Acceleration'); 
legend('Passive','Active','location','NorthWest'); 
grid on 

  
rms_passive_accz=rms(PassiveAccZ(:,2)); 
rms_active_accz=rms(ActiveAccZ(:,2)); 
disp(' ') 
disp(['Vertical Acceleration of Cabin']); 
disp(['Passive Suspension, RMS vaule = ' num2str(rms_passive_accz) ' m/s^2']); 
disp(['Active Suspension, RMS vaule = ' num2str(rms_active_accz) ' m/s^2']); 

  
max_passive_accz=max(PassiveAccZ(:,2)); 
max_active_accz=max(ActiveAccZ(:,2)); 
disp(['Passive Suspension, Max vaule = ' num2str(max_passive_accz) ' m/s^2']); 
disp(['Active Suspension, Max vaule = ' num2str(max_active_accz) ' m/s^2']); 

  
%% Plot Lateral Acceleration 

  
PassiveAccY=dlmread('passive_accy_cut.tab','\t',4,0); % load 
ActiveAccY=dlmread('active_accy_cut.tab','\t',4,0); % load 

  
figure 
plot(PassiveAccY (:,1), PassiveAccY (:,2)); 
hold on 
plot(ActiveAccY (:,1), ActiveAccY (:,2),'r'); 
hold off 
xlabel('Time [s]'); 
ylabel('Acceleraction [m/s^2]'); 
title('Cabin Lateral Acceleration'); 
legend('Passive','Active','location','NorthWest'); 
grid on 

  
rms_passive_accy=rms(PassiveAccY(:,2)); 
rms_active_accy=rms(ActiveAccY(:,2)); 
disp(' ') 
disp(['Lateral Acceleration of Cabin']); 
disp(['Passive Suspension, RMS vaule = ' num2str(rms_passive_accy) ' m/s^2']); 
disp(['Active Suspension, RMS vaule = ' num2str(rms_active_accy) ' m/s^2']); 

  
max_passive_accy=max(PassiveAccY(:,2)); 
max_active_accy=max(ActiveAccY(:,2)); 
disp(['Passive Suspension, Max vaule = ' num2str(max_passive_accy) ' m/s^2']); 
disp(['Active Suspension, Max vaule = ' num2str(max_active_accy) ' m/s^2']); 
  

%% Plot Front-Left Tire Vertical Force 
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PassiveFL=dlmread('passive_wheelfl_cut.tab','\t',4,0); % load 
ActiveFL=dlmread('active_wheelfl_cut.tab','\t',4,0); % load 

  
figure 
plot(PassiveFL (:,1), PassiveFL (:,2)); 
hold on 
plot(ActiveFL (:,1), ActiveFL (:,2),'r'); 
hold off 
xlabel('Time [s]'); 
ylabel('Force [N]'); 
title('Front-Left Tire Vertical Force'); 
legend('Passive','Active','location','NorthWest'); 
grid on 

  
rms_passive_fl=rms(PassiveFL(:,2)); 
rms_active_fl=rms(ActiveFL(:,2)); 
disp(' ') 
disp(['Front-Left Tire Vertical Force']); 
disp(['Passive Suspension, RMS vaule = ' num2str(rms_passive_fl) ' N']); 
disp(['Active Suspension, RMS vaule = ' num2str(rms_active_fl) ' N']); 

  
max_passive_fl=max(PassiveFL(:,2)); 
max_active_fl=max(ActiveFL(:,2)); 
disp(['Passive Suspension, Max vaule = ' num2str(max_passive_fl) ' N']); 
disp(['Active Suspension, Max vaule = ' num2str(max_active_fl) ' N']); 

 
%-END- 
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B Original data of evaluated parameters in co-simulation (0～55 sec) 
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